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TIM CONSULT GmbH establishes affiliate in White Plains/NY

Not only do we celebrate 20 years consulting services
this year. The foundation of our first US affiliate in White
Plains/NY beginning of March 2015 is an additional
reason for celebration. With immediate effect our US
affiliate enables us to support all clients with the optimum design of their global value networks.
Over the years TIM CONSULT’s business in the
United States has been constantly growing. Since
2003 we work for European customers in the US
and support them with benchmarks, freight tenders and network optimisation. Since 2005 US
companies make use of TIM CONSULT’s expertise
on European land transport markets, on worldwide transport markets (ocean, air, express) and more
and more in the NAFTA region.
This success is owed to our efficient mix of sound
methodological proficiency and creativity as well as extensive NAFTA market know-how.
One important step in this direction was the launch of
the Market Intelligence Initiative North America Road
and Rail, end of 2011, which focusses on benchmarks
and best practice analyses for FTL, LTL and intermodal
transports as well as the optimisation of freight procurement.
Being close to the market we have been able to built
up an extensive and excellent knowledge about the US
American supply chains, network structures and market characteristics during the last years. This is for the
benefit of European clients based in the USA. It is our
clearly defined goal to become closer to our regional
clients with an office and a local team on site.
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„Facing our successful US activities it was for us a
natural step to found an affiliate in White Plains /NY.
By doing this we demonstrate the value we ascribe
to our US clients and we follow our European clients
to the NAFTA market being of unchanged importance to them”, says Björn Klippel, Managing Director of
TIM CONSULT, “being closer to our American clients
we strengthen their trust in us and in our expertise on
the American logistics market.”
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